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Company Introduction:
Monir Sons is the largest drinking water cooler and industrial process chiller manufacturer in Pakistan supplying its
products and services nationwide. Formed in 19's by the amalgamation of three companies specialising in chilled
technology, Monir Sons has a proud heritage that dates back to 19's, with the manufacture of packaged water chiller
units.
Today the company offers a complete range of products including botte water coolers, watercoolers, point of use water
coolers, mains connected drinking water fountains, industrial process chillers, installation, and a comprehensive aftersales service including sanitization, repair and a broad range of accessories designed to cater for any clients needs.
Over the last 10 years Monir Sons has exported to New Zealand, Taiwan, Singapore, Mauritius, United Arab Emirates,
Thailand, United Kingdom, Qatar. The company now enjoys an enviable reputation for the design and development of
"world class" water chilling appliances and continues to pave the way for future growth and development.
With its state-of-the-art facilities in Karachi, Monir Sons is now able to manufacture 10,000 products every year,
employing over thirty employees.

ICEBERG DRINKING WATER COOLER - FEATURES:
Proudly Pakistan Made.

Monir Son's Chillers are world class when it comes to performance and quality. Made in Pakistan, all of our Cooler's
Industrial Process Chillers are constructed using quality workmanship and componentry. our Cooler prides itself in
thoroughly testing all chillers prior to dispatch to ensure performance to 45°C ambient, utilising its own unique testing
room.

A common complaint for water cooler is the leakage or damage of water tank and said complaint resolved
through storage type water tank used in this unit.
The water tank sheet of SS-304 to save the water tank from Jung and other atmosphere effects.
Resultantly the durability of tank increased substantially.
Outer casing o the unit made up from G.I. Sheet for durability point of view, however the same will be made of
from SS if requisite.
The unit specially designed to provide continues output in the hot summer days without any obstruction.
The unit designed keeping in view the complaint of the customer that the outer body of water cooler damaged
due to Jung in very short period. And the people not properly used the water cooler at public or working place.
This cooler design package is horizontal and water chiller can easily installed at any upper level at angle iron
stand and can easily manage the free year and water supply line as per your desire. Resultantly the unit will out
reach from the general public and will save from the faults due to human interference and accordingly the life of
the unit increased comparatively.
The facility of specific designing, fabrication and material as per your requirement/capacity is available.
The heat condensing/exertion components is fitted/installed with a sufficient and same safe the component from
damage by overheating.
All models designed on single phase (220 Volts) electricity connection.
To save the electricity at your desired set temperature the unit goes at standby mode.
Due to at least trouble shooting the unit required minimum maintenance.
We are proud to be recognized as Pakistan's largest and leading drinking water cooler and industrial process
chiller's manufacturer.

The First-ever Horizontal Chiller Drinking Water Cooler in Pakistan
Major Features:
Power saving due to completely calculated on Software.
Auto on-off system.
Stainless steel water tank with insulation.
More capacity as compare to other water coolers.
Built with heavy duty sheet.
Complete structured with rust proof body.
Internal & External powder coating.
Backing of powder coating with high temperature in the oven for last several time and durable. Can work even

in the worst waether with safely.
Electrical safety breaker.
Space saving due to upper installation.
Out of reach from worker/other persons who can damage it.
Available in different beautifull models in the capacity of users 100 to 1,000 persons.

Metal Sheet Fabrication in Karachi, Pakistan
Our Vision is simple. To be recognized by our customers for our strength in developing and nurturing long term
quality customer relations.
Was incorporated in 1992 to serve Karachi 's burgeoning need for precision steel fabrication in the marketplace. We
was instantly acknowledged for its superior production standards as well as the exacting quality of manufacture.
Complimented by exceptional customer service to the commercial, industrial and high end residential market we has
become the industry standard for metal fabrication in Pakistan .
We also have the facility of fabrication and very well able to fabication and very well able to fabricate From MS, GI,
SS-304 AND SS-316 ACCORDING TO YOUR DRAWIN SKETCHH AND SAMPLE IN A SINGLE UNIT OR
MASS PRODUCTION
The Company has grown exponentially over the last 18 years and located its Head office at the busiest intersection in
Pakistan , Karachi, which facilitates rapid shipment anywhere in the Province.

For more details, please visit https://www.businessbook.pk/detail/monir-sons-iceberg-drinking-water-cooler-karachi124287

